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From November 5-7, 2015, the Baylor Model Organization of American States (MOAS) participated in events held at the University of Louisiana at Lafayette to debate policies in the Western Hemisphere, along with other universities from Texas, Louisiana, and Mexico. Baylor students represented Venezuela and Jamaica and presented resolutions that covered a wide variety of economic, security, budgetary, and social issues.

Baylor's representatives earned a number of awards:
Outstanding Chair Award (Lauren Lee)
Outstanding Rapporteur Award (Jillian Anderson)
Outstanding Delegation Award (Jamaica Delegation)
Outstanding Position Paper Award (Jamaica Delegation)
Distinguished Position Paper Award (Venezuela Delegation)
Outstanding Ambassador Award (Andrew Salinas)
Outstanding Written Resolution Award (Andrew Salinas)
Distinguished Written Resolution Award (Clayton Jelinek)
Distinguished Delegate Award (Clayton Jelinek)
Distinguished Delegate Award (Kelsey Shelton)
Outstanding Budgetary Statement Award (May Atassi)
Outstanding Delegate Award (May Atassi)
Outstanding Delegate Award (Rafael Silva Ramirez)

Presentation

Introduction and Structure of the MOAS Class: Emily Kleinburg
Parliamentary Procedures Workshop: Parker Wooden
About Position Papers: Jillian Anderson
About Resolutions: Clayton Jelinek
About Budgetary Statements: May Atassi
Caucusing: Marissa Rosario
Country Post: Hallie Mayer
Debating: Torin Peterson
Networking: Amber Taylor
First Experience in Committee: Arianna Gomez
Role of the Secretary General: Mucia Flores
Role of the Chairperson: Lauren Lee
Role of the Rapporteur: Mario Rangel Valenzuela
General Committee Crisis Scenario: Kelsey Shelton
Secretariat of Multidimensional Security: Rafael Silva Ramirez
Executive Secretariat for Integral Development: Ross McLaughlin
Secretariat for Political Affairs: Zachary Brynell
Secretariat for Administration and Finance: Hannah Luce
General Committee: Andrew Salinas
Public Speaking: Gaby McCormack
Elections and Awards: Kadie Mennell
What is Next?

WMOAS: Lauren Lee
MOEA: Mucia Flores
Conclusion

Head Delegate: Kelsey Shelton